
Current price from April 2021. 

Retail prices list  in euros, excl. V.A.T.



ATAMAN COLLECTION

ATAMAN MINIMALIST CHAIR

code: GA01MI

standard metal

premium metal

standard fabric

premium fabric /
fiftyshades

back

218,75

dimension: W600  D630  H800
weight: 7kg

delivery unit: 1
packaging:
W600 D650 H840  
0,35 m3             9 kg

Retail prices list  in euros, excl. V.A.T.

CUSHIONS

premium fabric /
fabthirty

ATAMAN  LEISURE  CHAIR

code: GA01LE

standard metal

premium metal

standard fabric

premium fabric /
fiftyshades

backseat

dimension: W600  D630  H760
weight: 8,5kg

delivery unit: 1
packaging:
W650 D650 H800 
0,36 m3       11 kg

CUSHIONS

premium fabric /
fabthirty

296,75

seat

60.25

107.67

134.83

29.37

47.62

58.62

59.11

109.17

139.25

375,82

499,85

60.25

107.67

134.83



ATAMAN COLLECTION

ATAMAN MESH CHAIR

code: GA01ME

standard metal

premium metal

standard fabric

premium fabric /
                    fiftyshades

back

252,50

dimension: W600  D630  H760
weight: 8kg

delivery unit: 1
packaging:
W600 D650 H800  
0,36 m3       10 kg

CUSHIONS

premium fabric /
                    fabthirty

ATAMAN ROCKIN CHAIR

code: GA01RO

standard metal

premium metal

dimension: W600  D690  H760
weight: 10kg

delivery unit: 1
packaging:
W640 D720 H770 
0,36 m3       12 kg

342,00

seat

Retail prices list  in euros, excl. V.A.T.

460,00

546,25

148.87

426.00

473.83

60.25

107.67

134.83



ATAMAN COLLECTION

ATAMAN MESH ARMCHAIR

code: GA03ME

standard fabric

premium fabric /
                    fiftyshades

dimension: W750 D760 H720
weight: 12,6 kg

delivery unit: 1
packaging:
W800 D800 H 760
0,49 m3     14,6 kg

Retail prices list  in euros, excl. V.A.T.

premium fabric /
                    fabthirty

ATAMAN  MESH SOFA

code: GA02ME

standard fabric

premium fabric /
                    fiftyshades

dimension: W1580 D760 H720
weight: 21 kg

delivery unit: 1
packaging:
W1640 D800 H780
1,03 m3         25 kg

premium fabric /
                    fabthirty

standard metal

626.11

1 012.71

1 317.50

832.85

1 218.85

1 523.90

1 012.50

1531.87

2020.65

1 206.51

1 725.04

2 214.69

premium metal

standard metal premium metal



ATAMAN COLLECTIN

ATAMAN  LEISURE SOFA

code: GA02LE

standard fabric

premium fabric /
                    fiftyshades

dimension: W1220 D760 H720
weight: 16 kg

delivery unit: 1
packaging:
W1270 D800 H780
0,80 m3      19 kg

premium fabric /
                    fabthirty

ATAMAN MESH LOUNGER

code: GA04ME

dimension: W2040 D760 H720
weight: 28 kg

delivery unit: 1
packaging:
W2120 D840 H760 cm
1,35 m3                 31 kg

1 144.54

1 322.85

1 515.77

Retail prices list  in euros, excl. V.A.T.

1 335.95

1 514.33

1 616.84

standard metal premium metal

standard fabric

premium fabric /
                    fiftyshades
premium fabric /
                    fabthirty

1 088.57

1 198.65

1 393.90

1 325.70

1 651.13

1 845.63

standard metal premium metal



ATAMAN COLLECTION

ATAMAN MODULAR SOFA

code: GA07M01

standard fabric

premium fabric /
                    fiftyshades

dimension: W800 D800 H400
weight: 12,3 kg
 

delivery unit: 1
packaging:
W840 D840 H430
0,30 m3     16,3 kg

Retail prices list  in euros, excl. V.A.T.

premium fabric /
                    fabthirty

ATAMAN MODULAR SOFA

code: GA07M02

standard fabric

premium fabric /
                    fiftyshades

dimension: W800 D855 H770
weight: 12 kg

delivery unit: 1
packaging:
W840 D890 H800
0,60 m3      15,5kg

premium fabric /
                    fabthirty

standard metal

495.33

598.25

660.32

695.57

792.79

854.51

670.61

913.35

1 058.86

885.31

1 128.50

1 273.35

premium metal

standard metal premium metal



ATAMAN COLLECTION

ATAMAN MODULAR SOFA

code: GA07M03

standard fabric

premium fabric /
                    fiftyshades

dimension: W855 D855 H770
weight: 16,6 kg

delivery unit: 1
packaging:
W890 D890 H800
0,63 m3      20,6 kg

premium fabric /
                    fabthirty

ATAMAN MODULAR SOFA

code: GA07M04

dimension: W1600 D855 H770 
weight: 23

delivery unit: 1
packaging:
W1640 D890 H800
1,17 m3         29 kg

968.85

1 351.09

1 572.80

Retail prices list  in euros, excl. V.A.T.

1214.87

1 609.90

1 818.54

standard metal premium metal

standard fabric

premium fabric /
                    fiftyshades
premium fabric /
                    fabthirty

1 348.72

1 826.70

2 117.15

1 770.77

2 256.25

2 546.70

standard metal premium metal



ATAMAN COLLECTION

ATAMAN MODULAR SOFA

code: GA07M05

standard fabric

premium fabric /
                    fiftyshades

dimension: W1655 D855 H770
weight: 27,5 kg
 

delivery unit: 1
packaging:
W1690 D890 H800
1.20 m3       33,5 kg

Retail prices list  in euros, excl. V.A.T.

premium fabric /
                    fabthirty

ATAMAN MODULAR SOFA

code: GA07M06

standard fabric

premium fabric /
                    fiftyshades

dimension: W1655 D855 H770
weight: 27,5 kg

delivery unit: 1
packaging:
W1690 D890 H800
1.20 m3       33,5 kg

premium fabric /
                    fabthirty

standard metal

1 639.50

2 264.77

2 603.85

2100.18

2 824.79

3 091.52

premium metal

standard metal premium metal

1 639.50

2 264.77

2 603.85

2100.18

2 824.79

3 091.52



ATAMAN COLLECTION

ATAMAN MODULAR SOFA

code: GA07M07

standard fabric

premium fabric /
                    fiftyshades

dimension: W1710 D855 H770
weight: 27,5 kg

delivery unit: 1
packaging:
W1750 D890 H800
1.25 m3       33,5 kg premium fabric /

                    fabthirty

ATAMAN MODULAR SOFA

code: GA07M08

dimension: W1710 D855 H770
weight: 27,5 kg

delivery unit: 1
packaging:
W1750 D890 H800
1.25 m3       33,5 kg

Retail prices list  in euros, excl. V.A.T.

standard metal premium metal

standard fabric

premium fabric /
                    fiftyshades
premium fabric /
                    fabthirty

standard metal premium metal

1 639.50

2 264.77

2 603.85

2100.18

2 824.79

3 091.52

1 639.50

2 264.77

2 603.85

2100.18

2 824.79

3 091.52



ATAMAN COLLECTION

ATAMAN MODULAR SOFA

code: GA07M09

standard fabric

premium fabric /
                    fiftyshades

dimension: W1710 D855 H770
weight: 36,9 kg
 

delivery unit: 1
packaging:
W1750 D890 H800
1.25 m3       42,9 kg

Retail prices list  in euros, excl. V.A.T.

premium fabric /
                    fabthirty

ATAMAN MODULAR SOFA

code: GA07M010

dimension: W1710 D855 H770
weight: 36,9 kg

delivery unit: 1
packaging:
W1750 D890 H800
1.25 m3       42,9 kg

standard metal

1 313.40

1 694.43

1915.14

1 817.31

2 212.85

2 421.73

premium metal

standard fabric

premium fabric /
                    fiftyshades
premium fabric /
                    fabthirty

standard metal premium metal

1 313.40

1 694.43

1915.14

1 817.31

2 212.85

2 421.73



ATAMAN COLLECTION

ATAMAN MODULAR SOFA

code: GA07M011

standard fabric

premium fabric /
                    fiftyshades

dimension: W1710 D855 H770
weight:  61,5kg

delivery unit: 1
packaging:
W 1750 D 890 H 800
1.25 m3         67,5 kg

premium fabric /
                    fabthirty

ATAMAN MODULAR SOFA

code: GA07M012

dimension :W1710 D855 H770
weight:  61.5kg

delivery unit: 1
packaging:
W 1750 D 890 H 800
1.25 m3         67,5 kg

Retail prices list  in euros, excl. V.A.T.

       standard meta /
                       marble 

    premium metal /
                   marble

standard fabric

premium fabric /
                    fiftyshades
premium fabric /
                    fabthirty

1 707.95

2089.31

2310.16

1 821.83

2 201.81

2 422.16

       standard meta /
                       marble 

    premium metal /
                   marble

1 707.95

2089.31

2310.16

1 821.83

2 201.81

2 422.16



ATAMAN COLLECTION

ATAMAN MESH TAbLE

code: GA06Sq

dimension: W600 D600 H760
weight: 16,5 kg

delivery unit: 1
packaging:
W 670 D 670 H 780
0,35m3        18,5 kg

Retail prices list  in euros, excl. V.A.T.

ATAMAN MESH TAbLE

code: GA06EL

dimension: W2000 D900 H750
weight: 48       kg

packaging: 2

W2010 D910 H60
0,12 m3    32,0 kg
W940 D490 H760
0.36m3    20,0 kg

standard metal 242.98

426.73premium metal

standard metal /HPL 1 395.98

1 908.66premium metal /HPL



ATAMAN COLLECTION

ATAMAN MESH TAbLE

code: GA06CI

dimension: D1100 H750
weight: 28 kg

packaging: 2

W1140 D1140 H60
0,08 m3      16,0 kg
W520 D520 H760
0.21m3       16.6 kg

ATAMAN MESH COFFEE TAbLE

code: GA05xL

dimension:  D980 H320
weight:  27,5 kg

delivery unit: 1
packaging:
W 1020 D 1020 H340cm
0,35 m3                   30 kg

Retail prices list  in euros, excl. V.A.T.

standard metal

premium metal

883.64

1125.64

512.66

1 042.66

HPL top table metal top table

standard metal / HPL 936.00

1 281.67premium metal / HPL



ATAMAN COLLECTION

ATAMAN MESH COFFEE TAbLE

code: GA05LE

dimension: D600 H350
weight: 10 kg

delivery unit: 1
packaging:
W630 D630 H370
0,15m3        12 kg

Retail prices list  in euros, excl. V.A.T.

ATAMAN MESH TAbLE

code: GA06ME

dimension : D400 H410
weight: 4,9 kg

delivery unit: 1
packaging:
W430 D430 H430
0,08 m3      6,9 kg

standard metal

premium metal

263.61

333.62

193.97

356.25

HPL top table metal top table

standard metal

premium metal

184.40

272.82

1 38.84

243.86

HPL top table metal top table



ATAMAN COLLECTION

ATAMAN MESH TAbLE

code: GA05SM

dimension: D360 H260
weight: 4,2 kg

delivery unit: 1
packaging:
W390 D390 H 290
0,05m3        6.2 kg

ATAMAN MESH bAR STOOL

code: GA08ME

dimension: W585 D510 H1050 / Hs 730
weight: 8,5 kg

delivery unit: 1
packaging:
W620 D540 H1070
0,36 m3          10,5kg

Retail prices list  in euros, excl. V.A.T.

standard metal

premium metal

175.00

258.90

131.47

231.87

HPL top table metal top table

standard metal

premium metal

standard fabric

premium fabric /
                    fiftyshades

backseat

CUSHIONS

premium fabric /
                    fabthirty

356.00

488.56

59.11

109.17

139.25

60.25

107.67

134.83



TOTEM COLLECTION

TOTEM  CHAIR

code: GT01bE

standard metal

premium metal

standard fabric

premium fabric /
                    fiftyshades

back

266,00

dimension: W570  D630  H780
weight: 8 kg

delivery unit: 1
packaging:
W620 D670 H820
0,35 m3         10 kg

Retail prices list  in euros, excl. V.A.T.

CUSHIONS

premium fabric /
                    fabthirty

TOTEM bENCH

code: GT02bE

standard metal

premium metal

standard fabric

premium fabric /
                    fiftyshades

back / 2 piecesseat /2 pieces

dimension : W1320 D660  H780
weight: 20,5 kg

delivery unit: 1
packaging:
W1360 D700 H810
0,78 m3       23,5 kg

CUSHIONS

premium fabric /
                    fabthirty

348,40

seat

78.54

151.45

195.45

71.87

145.20

189.35

156.25

301.45

390.72

143.75

290.34

378.37

394,61

623,88

delivery unit: 2
packaging:
W700 D 620 H 840
0,37 m3          18 kg



TOTEM COLLECTION

TOTEM  TAbLE

code: GT03Sq

dimension : W900 D900 H770
weight: 18kg

delivery unit: 1
packaging:
W 950 D 950 H800
0.73 m3      22 kg

Retail prices list  in euros, excl. V.A.T.

TOTEM  TAbLE

code: GT03RE

dimension: W2000 D 900 H 770
weight: 37 kg

delivery unit: 1
packaging:
W2050 D950 H800
1.56 m3           43 kg

standard metal 575.00

714.20premium metal

standard metal 785.00

1  066.53premium metal 



KAPUA COLLECTION

KAPUA CHAIR

code: GK01bE

standard metal

premium metal

443.78

dimension: W600 D620 H780
weight: 4kg

Retail prices list  in euros, excl. V.A.T.

KAPUA bAR  STOOL

code: GK08bE

standard metal

premium metal

dimension: W600  D630  H980 / Hs 660
weight: 5,5kg

delivery unit: 1
packaging:
W650 D650 H1020 
0,40 m3         7,5 kg

592.60

529,95

682,35

delivery unit: 1
packaging:
W670 D650 H820
0,36 m3           6 kg

delivery unit: 2
packaging:
W720 D650 H860
0,41 m3            11 kg



NUvOLETTA  CHAIR

code: GN01bE

standard metal

premium metal

293.75

dimension: W610 D610 H840
weight: 6,5kg

Retail prices list  in euros, excl. V.A.T.

LEI  bAR  STOOL

code: GL01bE

standard metal

premium metal

dimension: W440  D430  H790 / Hs 720
packaging:

delivery unit: 1
packaging:
W470 D470 H 830
0,19 m3            8 kg

414.68

229,45

409,58

delivery unit: 1
packaging:
W640 D640 H870
0,33 m3          8.5 kg

standard fabric

premium fabric /
                    fiftyshades

CUSHIONS

premium fabric /
                    fabthirty

seat

60.20

107.14

134.87

standard fabric

premium fabric /
                    fiftyshades

CUSHIONS

premium fabric /
                    fabthirty

seat

144.28

283.14

367.60



GENERAL TRADE TERMS

This price list cancels and replaces all previous edions. AII the erms and ccondions h einaner described 
are considered as accepted in every part by clients when sending the order. 

Warranty

GARDA furniture is subject to intensive tests according to general safety, stability and mechanical security 
standards for collec e use. It also benefits from special Very high prototecon anorrosion treatment for 
outdoor use

This warranty does not apply to: 

- Deterioraon elated to lack of care or non-respect of preccauons and advice on recepon, m oun, 
use, maintenance and storage of the furniture. 
- Cases in which corrosion is due to improper use: the products should be kept indoors during weather 
condions
- Stains or marks that are not reported immediately afer unpacking (including marks from the combinaaon 
of moisture retenon +  he t)
- Natural wear and tear and fading of the materials used
- Early signs of corrosion that come from scratches or abrasions caused by use
- Cases of minor corrosion beneath the table tops or under seats or legs. They are a natural result of the 
material used (steel) and can be treated using maintenance tools that are available to you 
- Corrosion in stainless steel accessories due to use in a confined and chlorinated environment
The warranty will come into effect only afer presentaaon of oof of purchase - a sales receipt or the 
product invoice

Technical informaon
 
- In case of addional oder we will not be able to grant the same shade of the fabric used to cover the 
already delivered items
- We cannot guarantee a full shade accordance between the swatches shown in our sample set and the 
fabric actually used to carry out covers
- Care and maintenance instrucons ae provided on the label on each set of samples and in technical 
sheets
- The same instrucons ae provided on the technical card delivered with the product 
- We cannot be held as responsible far any inconvenience caused by improper wash or cleaning
- AII sizes menoned on the price lit are rounded up
- Garda reserves the right to make any change to parts or details of models necessary for manufacturing or 
commercial reasons without prior nof acaon 

Orders 

- Must be clearly and completely expressed, model name, size, fabric code and colour, when necessary. 
Please avoid incomplete and imprecise direcons. Please check thooughly the confirmamaons oour 
orders and give immediate noce of a y possible mistake or variaaon

Special Orders 

- For orders in custom size, and if the requested change is possible, please consider an up charge of at least 
20% on current prices (making reference to the size available as standard bigger than the requested extra 
standard piece). 
- Delivery me or special orders 75 days from the order confirmamaon 

 Payments 

Payment terms indicated on the order confirmaaon isonsidered as accepted

Delays in payments

- In case of delays in payments,  company Animo doo reserves the right to debit and cancel the cash 
discount where foreseen, and to charge interest rates 
- In the event of delayed payments or lack of payments, company Animo doo  has the right to keep on hold 
supplies to the customers 

Delivery Terms
 
- Delivery me shown on the oder confirmamaon hao be considered as an indicaicaon and not as an 
obligaon. In the vent of delayed delivery clients have no right to claim far any damages
- As far the delivery terms, please refer to the sales condions in our possession
- Deliveries take place exclusively to the delivery address of the customer. Any change in the delivery 
address has to be agreed when placing the order to check if the delivery can take place to the requested 
delivery address and to confirm possible addional osts 
- We do not deliver to end users directly

Claims 

- Possible claims must be expressed in writen form within 8 days from the day of arrival of the 
merchandise, directly to us, or to the forwarders. Please indicate clearly nature of the claim, condions of 
package and possible causes of claim
- Any item under claim cannot be returned without writen permission of Animo doo company

Court of Jusce 

- The locaon, whee all obligaaonsoncerning the Customer are carried out, is the registered office of 
company Animo doo in Valjevo. Far any legal controversy, the competent Court of Jusce is the one in 
Valjevo/Serbia  



Orders 

- Must be clearly and completely expressed, model name, size, fabric code and colour, when necessary. 
Please avoid incomplete and imprecise direcons. Please check thooughly the confirmamaons oour 
orders and give immediate noce of a y possible mistake or variaaon

Special Orders 

- For orders in custom size, and if the requested change is possible, please consider an up charge of at least 
20% on current prices (making reference to the size available as standard bigger than the requested extra 
standard piece). 
- Delivery me or special orders 75 days from the order confirmamaon 

 Payments 

Payment terms indicated on the order confirmaaon isonsidered as accepted

Delays in payments

- In case of delays in payments,  company Animo doo reserves the right to debit and cancel the cash 
discount where foreseen, and to charge interest rates 
- In the event of delayed payments or lack of payments, company Animo doo  has the right to keep on hold 
supplies to the customers 

Delivery Terms
 
- Delivery me shown on the oder confirmamaon hao be considered as an indicaicaon and not as an 
obligaon. In the vent of delayed delivery clients have no right to claim far any damages
- As far the delivery terms, please refer to the sales condions in our possession
- Deliveries take place exclusively to the delivery address of the customer. Any change in the delivery 
address has to be agreed when placing the order to check if the delivery can take place to the requested 
delivery address and to confirm possible addional osts 
- We do not deliver to end users directly

Claims 

- Possible claims must be expressed in writen form within 8 days from the day of arrival of the 
merchandise, directly to us, or to the forwarders. Please indicate clearly nature of the claim, condions of 
package and possible causes of claim
- Any item under claim cannot be returned without writen permission of Animo doo company

Court of Jusce 

- The locaon, whee all obligaaonsoncerning the Customer are carried out, is the registered office of 
company Animo doo in Valjevo. Far any legal controversy, the competent Court of Jusce is the one in 
Valjevo/Serbia  



FINISING

METAL

ROPE

Fabric

-Product info page

Metal

Rope

-

HPL

O1321 O5681S5982 S0089 S12-0003 S13-7007 S2008 O13-7007

30319-007 30319-008 30319-015 30319-018 30319-022 30319-023 30320-004 30320-014

30320-016 30320-030 30320-038

  7032  1018 9016  7016  6019  5003  3022

01        02        03

Fabric selecon is divided in t o groups: Water repellent 

and Waterproof. Both types of high quality fabric have an 

adequate protecon a ainst atmospheric events and are 

exclusively predicted for outdoor use. Water repellent 

considers a fabric that is not 100% waterproof but in 

combinaon with the oudoor sponge makes that 

penetrated water doesn't hold back, while Waterproof 

material in its composion has the specific mem ane 

that completely holds the liquid at the surface and 

doesn't let the penetraon i to fabric. 

Another material in the palette is HPL (High 

Pressure Laminates), that was used for table tops 

and which is in many ways impressive, both 

structurally and visually. Produced by a 

sophisticated technological process, it's an ideal 

combination of aesthetics and durability to outdoor 

conditions, in particularly abrasion, bumps and 

extreme temperature variations.

The ropes used in the GARDA collecons ae made 

specially for outdoor use and made in synthec 

material that is highly resistant to UV rays, abrasion 

and atmospheric events.They are different in their 

cross-secon (f t and round)  and are used to create 

extremely prac al and comfortable woven chairs 

and chair-backs. 

Metal elements are made of steel pipes aditionaly 

protected during a process of zink plating, with a 

possibility of using a stainless steel pipes instead 

(inox), while in the final processing, technicque of 

powder coating is being applied in specific color. 

As the result, the final product is being made that 

meets all the requirements for using in outdoor 

conditions. 

Standard fabric / waterproof

Premium fabric  Rubelli / water repellent

Fabric

-Product info page

Metal

Rope

-

HPL

O1321 O5681S5982 S0089 S12-0003 S13-7007 S2008 O13-7007

30319-007 30319-008 30319-015 30319-018 30319-022 30319-023 30320-004 30320-014

30320-016 30320-030 30320-038

  7032  1018 9016  7016  6019  5003  3022

01        02        03

Fabric selecon is divided in t o groups: Water repellent 

and Waterproof. Both types of high quality fabric have an 

adequate protecon a ainst atmospheric events and are 

exclusively predicted for outdoor use. Water repellent 

considers a fabric that is not 100% waterproof but in 

combinaon with the oudoor sponge makes that 

penetrated water doesn't hold back, while Waterproof 

material in its composion has the specific mem ane 

that completely holds the liquid at the surface and 

doesn't let the penetraon i to fabric. 

Another material in the palette is HPL (High 

Pressure Laminates), that was used for table tops 

and which is in many ways impressive, both 

structurally and visually. Produced by a 

sophisticated technological process, it's an ideal 

combination of aesthetics and durability to outdoor 

conditions, in particularly abrasion, bumps and 

extreme temperature variations.

The ropes used in the GARDA collecons ae made 

specially for outdoor use and made in synthec 

material that is highly resistant to UV rays, abrasion 

and atmospheric events.They are different in their 

cross-secon (f t and round)  and are used to create 

extremely prac al and comfortable woven chairs 

and chair-backs. 

Metal elements are made of steel pipes aditionaly 

protected during a process of zink plating, with a 

possibility of using a stainless steel pipes instead 

(inox), while in the final processing, technicque of 

powder coating is being applied in specific color. 

As the result, the final product is being made that 

meets all the requirements for using in outdoor 

conditions. 

Standard fabric / waterproof

Premium fabric  Rubelli / water repellent

Fabric
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Fabric selecon is divided in t o groups: Water repellent 

and Waterproof. Both types of high quality fabric have an 

adequate protecon a ainst atmospheric events and are 

exclusively predicted for outdoor use. Water repellent 

considers a fabric that is not 100% waterproof but in 

combinaon with the oudoor sponge makes that 

penetrated water doesn't hold back, while Waterproof 

material in its composion has the specific mem ane 

that completely holds the liquid at the surface and 

doesn't let the penetraon i to fabric. 

Another material in the palette is HPL (High 

Pressure Laminates), that was used for table tops 

and which is in many ways impressive, both 

structurally and visually. Produced by a 

sophisticated technological process, it's an ideal 

combination of aesthetics and durability to outdoor 

conditions, in particularly abrasion, bumps and 

extreme temperature variations.

The ropes used in the GARDA collecons ae made 

specially for outdoor use and made in synthec 

material that is highly resistant to UV rays, abrasion 

and atmospheric events.They are different in their 

cross-secon (f t and round)  and are used to create 

extremely prac al and comfortable woven chairs 

and chair-backs. 

Metal elements are made of steel pipes aditionaly 

protected during a process of zink plating, with a 

possibility of using a stainless steel pipes instead 

(inox), while in the final processing, technicque of 

powder coating is being applied in specific color. 

As the result, the final product is being made that 

meets all the requirements for using in outdoor 

conditions. 

Standard fabric / waterproof

Premium fabric  Rubelli / water repellent

Fabric

-Product info page

Metal

Rope

-

HPL

O1321 O5681S5982 S0089 S12-0003 S13-7007 S2008 O13-7007

30319-007 30319-008 30319-015 30319-018 30319-022 30319-023 30320-004 30320-014

30320-016 30320-030 30320-038

  7032  1018 9016  7016  6019  5003  3022

01        02        03

Fabric selecon is divided in t o groups: Water repellent 

and Waterproof. Both types of high quality fabric have an 

adequate protecon a ainst atmospheric events and are 

exclusively predicted for outdoor use. Water repellent 

considers a fabric that is not 100% waterproof but in 

combinaon with the oudoor sponge makes that 

penetrated water doesn't hold back, while Waterproof 

material in its composion has the specific mem ane 

that completely holds the liquid at the surface and 

doesn't let the penetraon i to fabric. 

Another material in the palette is HPL (High 

Pressure Laminates), that was used for table tops 

and which is in many ways impressive, both 

structurally and visually. Produced by a 

sophisticated technological process, it's an ideal 

combination of aesthetics and durability to outdoor 

conditions, in particularly abrasion, bumps and 

extreme temperature variations.

The ropes used in the GARDA collecons ae made 

specially for outdoor use and made in synthec 

material that is highly resistant to UV rays, abrasion 

and atmospheric events.They are different in their 

cross-secon (f t and round)  and are used to create 

extremely prac al and comfortable woven chairs 

and chair-backs. 

Metal elements are made of steel pipes aditionaly 

protected during a process of zink plating, with a 

possibility of using a stainless steel pipes instead 

(inox), while in the final processing, technicque of 

powder coating is being applied in specific color. 

As the result, the final product is being made that 

meets all the requirements for using in outdoor 

conditions. 

Standard fabric / waterproof

Premium fabric  Rubelli / water repellent

Ataman 
collection

Kapua 
collection

Fabric

-Product info page

Metal

Rope

-

HPL

O1321 O5681S5982 S0089 S12-0003 S13-7007 S2008 O13-7007

30319-007 30319-008 30319-015 30319-018 30319-022 30319-023 30320-004 30320-014

30320-016 30320-030 30320-038

  7032  1018 9016  7016  6019  5003  3022

01        02        03

Fabric selecon is divided in t o groups: Water repellent 

and Waterproof. Both types of high quality fabric have an 

adequate protecon a ainst atmospheric events and are 

exclusively predicted for outdoor use. Water repellent 

considers a fabric that is not 100% waterproof but in 

combinaon with the oudoor sponge makes that 

penetrated water doesn't hold back, while Waterproof 

material in its composion has the specific mem ane 

that completely holds the liquid at the surface and 

doesn't let the penetraon i to fabric. 

Another material in the palette is HPL (High 

Pressure Laminates), that was used for table tops 

and which is in many ways impressive, both 

structurally and visually. Produced by a 

sophisticated technological process, it's an ideal 

combination of aesthetics and durability to outdoor 

conditions, in particularly abrasion, bumps and 

extreme temperature variations.

The ropes used in the GARDA collecons ae made 

specially for outdoor use and made in synthec 

material that is highly resistant to UV rays, abrasion 

and atmospheric events.They are different in their 

cross-secon (f t and round)  and are used to create 

extremely prac al and comfortable woven chairs 

and chair-backs. 

Metal elements are made of steel pipes aditionaly 

protected during a process of zink plating, with a 

possibility of using a stainless steel pipes instead 

(inox), while in the final processing, technicque of 

powder coating is being applied in specific color. 

As the result, the final product is being made that 

meets all the requirements for using in outdoor 

conditions. 

Standard fabric / waterproof

Premium fabric  Rubelli / water repellent

MARbLE

Marmo 
grey

Marble is certainly one of the most precious and 
used stones for the outdoor.
Marble, thanks to its particular composition and 
nature, is a little porous and not absorbing stone, 
hardness and resistance, making marble one of 



Fabric

-Product info page

Metal

Rope

-

HPL

O1321 O5681S5982 S0089 S12-0003 S13-7007 S2008 O13-7007

30319-007 30319-008 30319-015 30319-018 30319-022 30319-023 30320-004 30320-014

30320-016 30320-030 30320-038

  7032  1018 9016  7016  6019  5003  3022

01        02        03

Fabric selecon is divided in t o groups: Water repellent 

and Waterproof. Both types of high quality fabric have an 

adequate protecon a ainst atmospheric events and are 

exclusively predicted for outdoor use. Water repellent 

considers a fabric that is not 100% waterproof but in 

combinaon with the oudoor sponge makes that 

penetrated water doesn't hold back, while Waterproof 

material in its composion has the specific mem ane 

that completely holds the liquid at the surface and 

doesn't let the penetraon i to fabric. 

Another material in the palette is HPL (High 

Pressure Laminates), that was used for table tops 

and which is in many ways impressive, both 

structurally and visually. Produced by a 

sophisticated technological process, it's an ideal 

combination of aesthetics and durability to outdoor 

conditions, in particularly abrasion, bumps and 

extreme temperature variations.

The ropes used in the GARDA collecons ae made 

specially for outdoor use and made in synthec 

material that is highly resistant to UV rays, abrasion 

and atmospheric events.They are different in their 

cross-secon (f t and round)  and are used to create 

extremely prac al and comfortable woven chairs 

and chair-backs. 

Metal elements are made of steel pipes aditionaly 

protected during a process of zink plating, with a 

possibility of using a stainless steel pipes instead 

(inox), while in the final processing, technicque of 

powder coating is being applied in specific color. 

As the result, the final product is being made that 

meets all the requirements for using in outdoor 

conditions. 

Standard fabric / waterproof

Premium fabric  Rubelli / water repellent

FAbRIC

HPL

Fabric

-Product info page

Metal

Rope

-

HPL

O1321 O5681S5982 S0089 S12-0003 S13-7007 S2008 O13-7007

30319-007 30319-008 30319-015 30319-018 30319-022 30319-023 30320-004 30320-014

30320-016 30320-030 30320-038

  7032  1018 9016  7016  6019  5003  3022

01        02        03

Fabric selecon is divided in t o groups: Water repellent 

and Waterproof. Both types of high quality fabric have an 

adequate protecon a ainst atmospheric events and are 

exclusively predicted for outdoor use. Water repellent 

considers a fabric that is not 100% waterproof but in 

combinaon with the oudoor sponge makes that 

penetrated water doesn't hold back, while Waterproof 

material in its composion has the specific mem ane 

that completely holds the liquid at the surface and 

doesn't let the penetraon i to fabric. 

Another material in the palette is HPL (High 

Pressure Laminates), that was used for table tops 

and which is in many ways impressive, both 

structurally and visually. Produced by a 

sophisticated technological process, it's an ideal 

combination of aesthetics and durability to outdoor 

conditions, in particularly abrasion, bumps and 

extreme temperature variations.

The ropes used in the GARDA collecons ae made 

specially for outdoor use and made in synthec 

material that is highly resistant to UV rays, abrasion 

and atmospheric events.They are different in their 

cross-secon (f t and round)  and are used to create 

extremely prac al and comfortable woven chairs 

and chair-backs. 

Metal elements are made of steel pipes aditionaly 

protected during a process of zink plating, with a 

possibility of using a stainless steel pipes instead 

(inox), while in the final processing, technicque of 

powder coating is being applied in specific color. 

As the result, the final product is being made that 

meets all the requirements for using in outdoor 

conditions. 

Standard fabric / waterproof

Premium fabric  Rubelli / water repellent

Fabric

-Product info page

Metal

Rope

-

HPL

O1321 O5681S5982 S0089 S12-0003 S13-7007 S2008 O13-7007

30319-007 30319-008 30319-015 30319-018 30319-022 30319-023 30320-004 30320-014

30320-016 30320-030 30320-038

  7032  1018 9016  7016  6019  5003  3022

01        02        03

Fabric selecon is divided in t o groups: Water repellent 

and Waterproof. Both types of high quality fabric have an 

adequate protecon a ainst atmospheric events and are 

exclusively predicted for outdoor use. Water repellent 

considers a fabric that is not 100% waterproof but in 

combinaon with the oudoor sponge makes that 

penetrated water doesn't hold back, while Waterproof 

material in its composion has the specific mem ane 

that completely holds the liquid at the surface and 

doesn't let the penetraon i to fabric. 

Another material in the palette is HPL (High 

Pressure Laminates), that was used for table tops 

and which is in many ways impressive, both 

structurally and visually. Produced by a 

sophisticated technological process, it's an ideal 

combination of aesthetics and durability to outdoor 

conditions, in particularly abrasion, bumps and 

extreme temperature variations.

The ropes used in the GARDA collecons ae made 

specially for outdoor use and made in synthec 

material that is highly resistant to UV rays, abrasion 

and atmospheric events.They are different in their 

cross-secon (f t and round)  and are used to create 

extremely prac al and comfortable woven chairs 

and chair-backs. 

Metal elements are made of steel pipes aditionaly 

protected during a process of zink plating, with a 

possibility of using a stainless steel pipes instead 

(inox), while in the final processing, technicque of 

powder coating is being applied in specific color. 

As the result, the final product is being made that 

meets all the requirements for using in outdoor 

conditions. 

Standard fabric / waterproof

Premium fabric  Rubelli / water repellent

Fabric

-Product info page

Metal

Rope

-

HPL

O1321 O5681S5982 S0089 S12-0003 S13-7007 S2008 O13-7007

30319-007 30319-008 30319-015 30319-018 30319-022 30319-023 30320-004 30320-014

30320-016 30320-030 30320-038

  7032  1018 9016  7016  6019  5003  3022

01        02        03

Fabric selecon is divided in t o groups: Water repellent 

and Waterproof. Both types of high quality fabric have an 

adequate protecon a ainst atmospheric events and are 

exclusively predicted for outdoor use. Water repellent 

considers a fabric that is not 100% waterproof but in 

combinaon with the oudoor sponge makes that 

penetrated water doesn't hold back, while Waterproof 

material in its composion has the specific mem ane 

that completely holds the liquid at the surface and 

doesn't let the penetraon i to fabric. 

Another material in the palette is HPL (High 

Pressure Laminates), that was used for table tops 

and which is in many ways impressive, both 

structurally and visually. Produced by a 

sophisticated technological process, it's an ideal 

combination of aesthetics and durability to outdoor 

conditions, in particularly abrasion, bumps and 

extreme temperature variations.

The ropes used in the GARDA collecons ae made 

specially for outdoor use and made in synthec 

material that is highly resistant to UV rays, abrasion 

and atmospheric events.They are different in their 

cross-secon (f t and round)  and are used to create 

extremely prac al and comfortable woven chairs 

and chair-backs. 

Metal elements are made of steel pipes aditionaly 

protected during a process of zink plating, with a 

possibility of using a stainless steel pipes instead 

(inox), while in the final processing, technicque of 

powder coating is being applied in specific color. 

As the result, the final product is being made that 

meets all the requirements for using in outdoor 

conditions. 

Standard fabric / waterproof

Premium fabric  Rubelli / water repellent
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